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Jewellery & Textiles  Jewellery Making

Necklace/Bracelet Kit
SH936 Each Kit $5.95

Kit contains 4m of tiger tail wire, 5 
lobster clasps, 5 jewellery tags and 
50 crimps. Will make 5 bracelets or 3 
necklaces. Just add beads and use a 
jewellery tool (NR029).

Earring Hooks
SH1325 Pack of 20 $3.55

Traditional earring attachments. 
Simply hook the eye pin through the 
loop at the bottom to make dangle 
earrings. Ages 3+ years.

Eye Pins
SH1205 Pack of 20 $3.95

Once beads are on the eye pin, use a 
jewellery tool to attach the pointy end 
to a shepherd hook. Ages 3+ years.

Necklace Barrel Clasps
SH1323 Pack of 20 $7.95

Screws jewellery ends together 
securely. Suitable for all creations. 
Silver. Size: 1.2cm(L). Ages 3+ years.

Key Chains
TH101-SI  Pack of 10 $14.95

Fantastic key chains for children to 
craft and make their own. Round clip, 
snake key chain. Silver. 
Size: 7cm(L). Ages 3+ years.

Brooch Backs
SH1366 Pack of 20 $4.95

Develop students’ conceptual and 
design abilities by creating unique 
brooches. Silver. Size: 2.5cm(L).
Ages 3+ years.

Plastic Head Bands
SH1711 Pack of 12 $11.95

Design an original headpiece. 
Embellish with fabric, glitter glue, 
sequins, ribbon and stickers. 
Size: 2cm thick.

Key Tags/Rings
SH042 Star -  Pack of 10 $13.95
SH1528 Rectangle -  Pack of 10 $13.95

Add some character to your keys with these great key tags/rings. Children 
can add a photo, paint or glue on embellishments to make these colourful and 
unique to them. Available in star and rectangle designs. Size: approx 5cm.

Rectangle

Star

Pack of 

20

Packs of 

10

Pack of 

20

Split Rings
SR10 Pack of 10 $2.95

Silver split rings for creating original 
key rings and more! Size: 2cm(D).

Shrink Film – White
NAR001 Pack of 6 $12.95

Create and bake! Fun plastic that shrinks to 20% of its original size! Simply 
draw and cut out your design. Pop into the oven and watch it shrink! Can 
create anything you like. Size: A4.

Create, cut, 
bake, shrink
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Jewellery Making Jewellery & Textiles

Beading Wire 
SH1712 Each $3.95

Thread your favourite beads on this thin silver wire 
to create beautiful pieces of jewellery. Size: 21m(L).

Craft Wire 
THE218 Each $6.95

Make your favourite decorations with this silver 
craft wire. Cut the length you need, add beads and 
use a clasp to secure ends. Size: 27m(L).

Clear Round Rubber String
SH237 Each $2.95

Superior strength, thick string that is ideal for 
beading. Fray resistant. Size: 30m(L).

Beading Thread
SH1021 Each $5.95

Superior strength, thick thread that is ideal for 
beading. Fray resistant. Size: 30m(L).

3-in-1 Jewellery Tool
NR029 Each $12.95

One tool that does it all! This handy tool is a round 
nose plier for delicate work. It can also bend wire, 
curl it or even cut it!

Spaghetti String
EC901 Sea Blue $9.95
EC902 Fluoro Pink $9.95
EC903 Yellow $9.95
EC904 Purple $9.95
EC917 Red $9.95 
EC918 Black $9.95
EC919 Pale Green $9.95
EC920 Pale Blue $9.95

Ideal for necklace making with pony beads. Comes in a variety of colours to 
choose from. PVC tubing size: 1mm thick, 60m(L).

Strong  
and flexible

Bend

Curl

Cut

Rainbow Thread
TH024 Each $8.95

This comes in a rainbow of di�erent colours for 
children to create their own friendship bracelets 
and necklaces. Can be left plain or beaded for 
di�erent designs. Size: 50m(L).

Make fun 
necklaces

Thick, 
strong 
thread

White Round Elastic
SH236 Each $2.95
4 or more - Each $2.65

Great for mask making and jewellery making. Size: 
4m(L).

Black Elastic
HC52 Each $26.95

This thin black elastic is ideal for keeping those 
wonderful face masks in place. It is also great 
for use in costume design, hanging decorations, 
displays and gift wrapping. The elastic comes on a 
spool and measures 100m(L) x 2mm(W).
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Jewellery & Textiles  Beads

Neon Pony Beads
EC1182 Pack of 1600 $14.95

Large, shiny, opaque, plastic pony beads in bright 
neon colours. Great for personalising jewellery and 
adding colour to craft activities. Size: 9mm(dia).

Star Beads
SH452 150g Pack $9.95

Wonderfully presented beads for children to thread 
with. Kids can create lovely necklaces or glue the 
stars to their craft projects. Size: 1.5cm.

Pom Poms with Hole – 2cm
PH20 Pack of 100 $6.95

Multicoloured pom poms each with a clear plastic 
centre tube through which wire, thread and pipe 
cleaners can be threaded! Size: 2cm.

Metallic Pony Beads
EC623 Pack of 1000 $18.50

Make necklaces and earrings, or add to craft 
projects for that jewelled look. Approximately 1000 
beads in 8 assorted metallic colours. Plastic. 
Size: 7mm(dia).

Mini Pony Beads – Jelly Sparkle
THE033 Pack of 1000 $11.95

Customise your jewellery or craft with these beads. 
Plastic mini pony beads in six great assorted jelly 
sparkle colours. Size: 5mm(dia).

Mini Pony Beads Bright Colours
THE036 Pack of 1000 $11.95

Plastic mini pony beads in six great assorted bright 
colours. Thread easily and look great. Add colour 
to jewellery to really stand out. Size: 5mm(dia).

Flower Bud Beads 
SH4632 150g Pack $12.95

Create a beautiful piece of jewellery with these 
flower bud beads. Assorted colours. 
Size: 20(W) x 10mm(D). Hole for threading 
measures 2mm. Approximately 105 beads. 

Pastel Bow Beads 
SH4595 150g Pack $12.95

Create a beautiful piece of jewellery for mum with 
these pastel bow beads. Assorted colours. 
Size: 34(L) x 20mm(H). Hole for threading measures 
2mm. Approximately 120 beads. 

Plastic Stone Beads 
SH4786 150g Pack $12.95

Create a beautiful piece of jewellery with these 
plastic stone beads. Assorted colours. Size: 
18 - 25mm. Hole for threading measures 2mm. 
Approximately 48 beads.
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Assorted Coloured  
Wooden Beads
NR024 150g Pack $12.95

Fabulous assortment of styles, shapes, sizes and 
colours! Size: 0.5 to 2.5cm(L).

Assorted Wooden Tribal Beads
NR025 150g Pack $12.95

Fun beads! Simply thread onto hemp cord for an 
authentic looking piece. Assorted designs and 
sizes. Size: 0.7 to 2.3cm(L).

Wooden Coloured Beads
AM1770 Pack of 300 $14.95

Assorted coloured beads that are perfect for 
threading to make beautiful necklaces or bracelets. 
Size: 1.2cm.

Bi-Cone Coloured Beads
SH5269 200g Pack $13.95

These 3-dimensional shaped clear beads come in 
an assortment of transparent colours that capture 
the light beautifully. Size: 1.5cm.

Mixed Craft Beads
THE037 453g Pack $14.95

Plastic beads in assorted styles, colours and sizes. 
Great classroom pack. Size: 0.5 to 3cm.

Plastic Assorted Shaped Beads
SH3050 200g Pack $8.95

Fun shaped plastic beads in an assortment of 
colours. Easy to thread for all ages. Size: 1cm.

Plastic Round Linking Pop Beads
THE110 226g Pack $11.95

Beads with special connectors so they connect to 
each other, no string needed. Size: 1.2cm(dia).

Spotty-Ball Beads
SH5283 200g Pack $13.95

Colourful round beads with silver dots for a funky 
e�ect. Size: 0.8cm.

Natural Plain Wooden Beads
AM353 Pack of 300 $13.95

Natural wooden beads that can be painted or left 
plain for a natural look. Great for making necklaces 
or bracelets. Size: 1.2cm.
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Jewellery & Textiles  Beads

Alphabet Beads
THE032 113g Pack $16.95

Fun plastic alphabet beads. Make name bracelets or fun key chains using split 
rings (SR10). Size: 1(L) x 0.5cm(W). Ages 3+ years.

Bucket of Interlocking Beads
HG06823 Pack of 500 $14.95

A bucket of gorgeous shiny plastic beads in a variety of colours. These tri-
beads link together to create a great pattern. Supplied in a plastic tub with 
elastic included. Size: 1cm. Ages 3+ years.

Wooden Coloured ABC Cube Beads
HG08906 Pack of 225 $17.95

Brightly coloured wooden cube alphabet pieces are a great way to jazz up any 
bracelet. Simply thread spaghetti string through the holes and tie at each end. 
Size: 1cm. Ages 3+ years.

Summer 3D Foam Beads
PL1540 Pack of 144 $9.95

These 3D summer beads are a great addition to all jewellery making. These 
come in di� erent shapes and colours, and are easily threadable. Size: 3cm.

Straws to String
RE2152 Pack of 218 $9.95

Brightly coloured, heavy duty straws are a� ordable and fun for children. 
5 assorted colours. Plastic. Size: 2.5cm(L). Ages 3+ years.

Striped Beads
SH767 100g Pack $10.95

Add unique colours and shapes to your jewellery with these striped beads. 
Available in assorted colours and 2 designs. Size: 1cm. Ages 3+ years. 
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Beads  Jewellery & Textiles

Keep your beads 
separated

Mini Glass Seed Beads
TH120B Pack of 500 $9.25

Over 500 mini beads in an assortment of colours. Thread onto string or cord to 
make a beautiful piece of jewellery. Size: 2mm. Ages 3+ years.

Alphabet Bead Box
THE6018 Box of 900 $24.90

Children can use these alphabet beads to spell their name while making a 
pretty necklace or bracelet. The bead box measures 20(L) x 10(W) x 3cm(H). 
Bead box contains 900 beads and 180cm of lacing cord. 

Wooden Beads in Box
NR037 160g Box $34.95

Beautiful small wooden beads in assorted shapes and colours. Supplied in a 
plastic box. Size: 19(L) x 13.5(W) x 3.7cm(D). Ages 3+ years.

Sparkles Beads Box 
THE262 Box of 2300 $34.95

Great class pack of brightly coloured plastic pony beads. Handy plastic 
partitioned box. Does not include string. Size: 8mm(dia). Ages 3+ years.

Wooden Beads Box
SH787 Natural $9.95

Fantastically priced bead boxes filled with a variety of 300 wooden beads and 
4m of string. The box is perfect to keep beads tidy. Ages 3+ years.

Make fun 
necklaces or 

bracelets

Mini beads for 
fine jewellery 

making

Natural 
wooden 

beads
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Jewellery & Textiles  Iron On Beads

Iron On Beads – 5mm
AMB120 Tub of 12,000 $24.95
6 or more - Each $21.95

These multicoloured plastic beads can be easily 
arranged on a bead board and ironed over with 
ironing paper to create a unique and colourful 
pattern. Make sure the iron is set to high with no 
steam and apply downward pressure to melt the 
beads together. Allow the beads to cool before 
removing them from the bead board.
Size of tub: 16.5(L) x 13.8(W) x 15cm(H). Ages 4+ 
years. 

Iron On Beads – Neon 5mm
AMB500N Tub of 5000 $14.95

These multicoloured neon plastic beads can be 
easily arranged on a bead board and ironed over 
with ironing paper to create a unique and colourful 
pattern. Make sure the iron is set to high with no 
steam and apply downward pressure to melt the 
beads together. Allow the beads to cool before 
removing them from the bead board. 
Size of tub: 10.5(L) x 9.5(W) x 15.5cm(H). Ages 4+ 
years. 

Regular Bead Boards – Square
AMB600 Pack of 5 $14.95

These square bead boards allow the children to 
create unique designs with our range of di� erent 
coloured beads. Make sure the iron is set to high 
with no steam and apply downward pressure to 
melt the beads together. Allow the beads to cool 
before removing them from the bead board. 
Size: 15(L) x 15(W) x 3cm(H). 

Regular Bead Boards
– Assorted Shapes
AMB650 Pack of 5 $9.95

These bead boards come in 5 assorted shapes 
and allow the children to create unique designs 
with the range of di� erent coloured beads. Make 
sure the iron is set to high with no steam and apply 
downward pressure to melt the beads together. 
Allow the beads to cool before removing them from 
the bead board. Size: 10(L) x 9(W) x 2.5cm(H). 

Iron On Beads – 5mm
AMB200 Tub of 20,000 $32.95
6 or more - Each $29.95

These multicoloured plastic beads can be easily 
arranged on a bead board and ironed over with 
ironing paper to create a unique and colourful 
pattern. Make sure the iron is set to high with no 
steam and apply downward pressure to melt the 
beads together. Allow the beads to cool before 
removing them from the bead board. 
Size of tub: 21.5(L) x 19.6(W) x 15.5cm(H). Ages 4+ 
years. 

Ironing Paper
AMB800 30 Sheets $1.40

This pack comes with 30 sheets of ironing paper to 
be used with the di� erent types of beads for iron 
on patterns. Make sure the iron is set to high with 
no steam and apply downward pressure to melt 
the beads together. Allow the beads to cool before 
removing them from the bead board. 
Size: 15(L) x 16.5cm(W). 

Place beads on board Cover with paper & iron Peel o�  & display!
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Fabric Shapes
SH1633 Pack of 500 $6.95

Metallic style fabric shapes that can be glued or 
sewed to any craft project. Comes in a variety 
of shapes such as butterfl ies, hearts, stars and 
fl owers. Assorted sizes.

Assorted Flower Rhinestones
NR031 90g Jar $8.95

This assorted pack of fl owers comes in a variety 
of sizes and colours to decorate any card or craft. 
Supplied in a handy jar. Size: 90g.

Mixed Rhinestones
NR030 100g Jar $7.95

Assorted mix of rhinestones in di� erent shapes, 
sizes and colours. Great for all collage works. 
Supplied in a jar for easy storage. Size: 100g.

Multicoloured Star Rhinestones
SH455 Pack of 50 $7.95

Create wonderful night skies or show someone 
they are your star with these fantastic star 
rhinestones. Assorted colours. Size 1.5 - 3cm.

Pink Heart Rhinestones
NR019 Pack of 30 $2.95

Add sparkle to cards, scrapbooks or jewellery 
bases such as ring shanks or earring studs. 
Size: 1.4cm.

Rhinestones Mixed
CL7552 25g Pack $8.95

Add glitz and glamour to masks, decorations and 
more! Each bead comes with holes on either side 
for threading. Size: 1 - 2cm. 

Adhesive Rhinestones
CL8180 850 Pieces $11.95

Adhesive rhinestones that come in an assortment 
of shapes, colours and sizes. Use to cover or 
decorate anything from scrapbooks to your crafted 
projects. Over 850 pieces.

Sequins in Stackable Container
TH332 Pack of 1500 $15.95

A large range of sequins in assorted colours, 
shapes and sizes. Supplied in a stackable container 
for easy storage and to keep them separated. 
Size: 5.5(L) x 5.5cm(W).
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Jewellery & Textiles  Buttons & Threads

Small Plastic Buttons
LK6210 Pack of 500 $16.95

This bright collection of buttons comes in varied 
shapes, colours and sizes. Square button measures 
2.5cm. Ages 3+ years.

Sorting Buttons
BIR030 230g Bag $5.95

A fun way to reinforce sorting and classifying skills 
while decorating. Contents will vary. Each bag 
comes in a variety of colours and sizes.
Ages 3+ years.

Bulk Assorted Coloured Buttons
TH008 600g Tub $15.50

These assorted buttons in di� erent shapes and 
sizes come in a tub for easy storage. Can be used 
for various craft activities such as sewing or gluing 
onto projects. Ages 3+ years.

Bulk Assorted Coloured Buttons

Natural Wooden Buttons
TH022 Pack of 50 $6.95

A pack of natural buttons in assorted sizes. Give 
your jewellery or craft a natural look. 
Sizes: 2 - 3.5cm. Ages 3+ years.

Bright Sewing Threads
SH418 Pack of 30 $13.95

Colourful and bright threads great for sewing and 
threading. Supplied in 15 assorted colours.
Size: 8m(L) each.

Metallic Sewing Threads
TH023 Pack of 24 $14.95

Bright metallic threads in 12 assorted colours. Use 
for threading or sewing. Size: 8m(L) each.

Metric Tape Measures
LER363 Set of 10 $29.95

Durable, fl exible and clearly printed. Calibrated 
with centimetres and inches on each side.

Wooden Buttons
SH1637 Pack of 100 $14.95

These very sweet buttons come in 3 di� erent 
designs: squares, hearts and circles. They can 
be sewn onto felt or fabric or glued as cute 
embellishments. Ages 3+ years.

Includes 
inches and 

centimetres

Use for 
sewing, cross 
stitching and 

weaving

Pastel Buttons
TH0156 600g Tub $14.95

A beautiful embellishment for your crafts. This 
bulk pack is great for threading, sewing and 
gluing. An assortment of pastel colours and sizes. 
Approximately 1400 pieces.
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Silver Safety Pins 
BIR032 Pack of 100 $4.95

Ideal for school sports day rewards, excursion tags 
or making decorative brooches. Size: 2.2cm(L).

Plastic Coloured Head Pins
UB0015 Pack of 80 $2.95

Multicoloured, rounded plastic head pins. Easy to 
grip and comes in a variety of colours. Size: 3cm(L).

Little Silver Pins
SH1292 Pack of 300 $6.95

Perfect for pinning beads and sequins to 
styrofoam. Approximately 300 small pins. Silver. 
Size: 1.5cm(L).

Knit-It Lizzie/Knitting Bobbin
SH1580 Each $4.95

This very traditional knitting bobbin comes with 
full instructions. Made from wood and metal pins. 
Supplied plain to decorate! It also comes with wool 
in brightly coloured strands.  
Bobbin size: 8(L) x 3cm(D), Wool length: 4m each.

Plastic Lacing Needles 
RE5601 Pack of 32   $4.95

Features large eye for easy threading. Great for 
stringing beads or buttons. Plastic. Assorted 
colours. Size: 7.5cm(L). 

Plastic Weaving Needles
RE5603 Pack of 12 $9.95

Extra long colourful plastic needles for easy 
weaving! Safe tips! Size: 15cm(L).

Tapestry & Textile Needles
BIR008 Pack of 6   $2.95

Easy threading needles for fabric sewing, including 
hessian, felt or calico. Rounded tip, ideal for 
beginners. Metal. Size: 4.7cm(L).

Yarn Darner 
Needles 
BIR044 Pack of 6 $4.25

These needles have a large eye with a sharp 
point making them suitable for sewing with felt or 
canvas. Metal. Size: No. 14-18.

Crochet Hooks
SH539 Pack of 10 $4.95

These plastic crochet hooks make it easy to 
interlock loops of thread, yarn and other materials 
to create wonderful works of art. Size: 14cm(L).
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Jewellery & Textiles  Yarn & Ra�  a

Synthetic Ra�  a 
SH920 Pack of 10 $34.95

An art and craft cupboard essential. This assorted 
ra  ̈ a does not split and has a great glossy fi nish. 
Comes in a pack of 10 bright colours. Use for 
adding that perfect fi nal touch to any art project or 
gift packaging.

Assorted Acrylic Wool in Dispense Box
TH060 Each Box $17.95

A convenient and tidy way to store and dispense 
wool. Holds 6 balls of acrylic wool, which is easily 
pulled through the holes in the top of the box.
Wool size: 150m(L) each.

Wool Scraps
CL9270 150g Pack $9.95

These wool scraps in assorted colours and 
thicknesses are perfect for collage activities or 
creating hair for dolls and puppets.

Acrylic Yarn
MOW251 Yellow $4.50
MOW256 Green $4.50
MOW261 White $4.50
MOW262 Pink $4.50
MOW263 Grey  $4.50
MOW268 Light Blue  $4.50
MOW276 Dark Blue $4.50
MOW283 Black $4.50
MOW285 Purple $4.50
MOW288 Brown $4.50
MOW289 Orange $4.50
MOW300 Red $4.50

Ideal for weaving, creating colourful baubles, 
fabulous embroidery designs, making fun 
characters and textured artwork. Brightly coloured, 
100% acrylic. Size: 100g ball.

Metallic Yarn
TH020B Blue $6.95
TH020G Gold $6.95
TH020R Red $6.95
TH020S Silver $6.95
TH020E Emerald $6.95

Add sparkle to collage, dressmaking or weaving. 
Children can easily cut the amount they need to 
use and the sparkly fi nish looks great in the light. 
Size: 100m(L).

Add some 
sparkle!

Natural Ra�  a 
SH1166 50g Pack $2.95

Unique texture that fascinates. Create a work of art 
with a natural theme or use to tie bows for gilfts. 
Size: 50g.

Coloured Ra�  a – 25g
AUS033 Black $3.50
AUS036 Hot Pink $3.50
AUS037 Red $3.50
AUS038 Violet $3.50
AUS039 Yellow $3.50

Unique texture that fascinates. Create colourful 
collages or jewellery. Size: 25g.

Bold, bright 
colours for 
fun crafting 

activities
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Twine & Weaving Accessories  Jewellery & Textiles

Seagrass Cord 
SH919 Each $9.20

Natural twisted seagrass cord that is suitable for 
weaving baskets or a great addition to natural 
collages. Size: 500g ball. Approximately 75m(L).

String Jute
UB0893 Each $9.95

A useful addition to your art and craft cupboard. 
Very strong twine suitable for general use or in 
natural collages. Size: Approximately 100m(L).

Cardboard Weaving Looms
TH867  Pack of 10 $14.95

Weave imaginative designs with wool and yarn. 
Made from quality pasteboard. (Pack doesn’t 
include yarn or needle). Size: 15(L) x 9.5(W) x 1cm(H).

Large Plastic Mesh Sheet
SH1013 Pack of 10 $17.95

Flexible plastic grids with nine holes per square 
centimetre. Reusable plastic mesh is tougher 
than traditional fabrics and ideal for exploring 
embroidery, weaving and tapestry stitches.
Size: 34(L) x 26.5cm(W).

Mesh Weaving Circles
TH702 Pack of 10 $9.95

These plastic mesh weaving circles are great 
for children to progress in their fi ne motor skills, 
planning and creativity. Children can weave yarn or 
thread to create lovely creations. Size: 11.5cm.

Hemp Rope
SH1678 Red  $6.95
SH1679 Green $6.95

This natural hemp rope is a beautiful addition to 
wrapped presents, macramé glass jar hanging 
ornaments, crafted items, giving a lovely natural 
feel. Children will love the di� erent texture in their 
crafts. Size: 50m(L) each.

Bakers Twine – 80 metres
SH733 Red/White $8.95 
SH488 Green/White $8.95 

This bakers twine is great for tying items, 
decorating your craft and wrapping presents. It is 
easy for the children to cut and tie. Size: 100m.

Pack of 

10
Pack of 

10

Pack of 

10

Wire Shapes Circle
SH1080  Pack of 10 $12.95

Wired for endless ingenuity. Create a dreamcatcher 
using acrylic yarn, feathers and beads or turn into 
a hanging frame or stain glass picture. Practise 
weaving art. Thick and strong, silver. Size: 12.5cm.

Create 
your own 

dreamcatcher 
or mobile
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Jewellery & Textiles  Felt

Felt Finger Puppets
FLT902 Pack of 30 $6.95

Stick or glue these puppets together then decorate 
for a fun class activity. Accessories not included. 
Size: 10(L) x 4.5cm(W).

Felt Bugs
FLT1056 Pack of 60 $6.95

Wonderful felt bug shapes for children to use in their craft projects. Pack 
includes spiders, lady beetles, worms, snails, bees and butterfl ies.
Sizes: 4.5 – 10cm(L).

Felt Sea Life Pack
FLT154 Pack of 50 $6.95

Beautiful soft felt animals to delight children and 
enhance stories! Create an underwater theme 
using all di� erent pieces. Draw on eyes and details. 
Assorted colours. Sizes: 3 – 8cm(L).

Felt Garden Pack
FLT914 Pack of 100 $6.95

Create an enchanted garden! This felt pack 
includes di� erent plants in assorted colours.
Sizes: 3 – 8cm(W).

Felt People Multicultural
FLT401 Pack of 30 $8.95

Great for multicultural studies. Pack includes 5 
di� erent skin tones. Size: 16cm(H).

Felt Pet Shapes
FLT1052 Pack of 60 $6.95

These cute and fun felt pet shapes are perfect for children to decorate their 
crafts with, make scenes or glue onto fabrics. This set comes with dogs, cats, 
mice, birds, fi sh and rabbits. Sizes: 5 – 9cm(L).

Felt Clothing for Felt People
FLT402 Pack of 50 $8.95

Clothing for felt people (FLT401). Dress them up 
and then add hair and eyes! Also can be used for 
decorating craft activities and artworks.

Felt Heart Shapes
FLT1054 Pack of 50 $6.95

Bright felt hearts that can be glued or sewn 
onto your craft creation. Great for Mother’s Day, 
Valentine’s Day, birthdays, or any special occasion. 
Size: 5(L) x 5cm(W).

Make 
yourself 
from felt
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Felt Zoo Animals Pack
FLT913  Pack of 60 $6.95

Beautiful soft felt animals to delight children and enhance stories! Explore 
animal shapes by using markers to decorate the outlines. Assorted colours. 
Sizes: 3 – 8cm(L).

Felt Australian Animal Pack
FLT157 Pack of 50 $8.95

Beautiful soft felt animals to delight children and enhance stories! These 
animals have great detail and are perfect to use when discussing the animals 
of Australia. Assorted colours. Sizes: 3 – 8cm(L).

Bulk Felt
FLT016 Pack of 50 $19.95

Felt! Glorious felt! This bulk pack is great for the classroom. 10 assorted 
colours. Size: 20 x 30cm.

Pu�y Hearts
SH603 Pack of 130 $6.95

Give your craft some love with these pu�y hearts. 
Supplied in assorted colours and sizes. 
Size: large heart 1.5(L) x 2cm(W).

Pu�y Fruits
SH601 Pack of 72 $6.95

Add some colourful fruit to your next crafted 
masterpiece. Pack designs include apples, 
strawberries, watermelon and pineapples. 
Size: apple 2.8(L) x 3.4cm(W). 

Pu�y Flower & Leaves
SH602 Pack of 105 $6.95

Create that garden feel with these flowers and 
leaves. Supplied in assorted colours and sizes. 
Size: large leaf 4(L) x 4.3cm(W).

Felt Flower Stickers
SH4953 Pack of 20 $5.95

Felt flower stickers are a beautiful decoration to add to your craft. Adhesive 
back for easy crafting. Assorted designs. Measures approximately 40 x 40mm. 
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Jewellery & Textiles  Ribbon

Assorted Ribbon
SH35R 35g Pack $9.95

A great addition to all craft cupboards. Excellent for 
wrapping and decorating. Assorted lengths. 
Ages 3+ years.

Metallic Ribbon
ME469GO Gold $4.95
ME469GR Green $4.95
ME469R Red $4.95
ME469S Silver $4.95

Add the perfect finish to gifts, cards, masks and 
costumes. Wrap, curl and tie it. Each reel contains 
91m.

Satin Ribbon Bows
SH1717 Pack of 50 $4.50

These soft and bright satin bows look great applied 
to craft objects and surfaces. Supplied in assorted 
colours with an adhesive back to easily stick and 
stand out on any surface. Size: 30(L) x 10mm(W). 

Pack of 

50

Adhesive Lace Tape
SH7305 White - 1.8m roll $5.50
SH7275 Black - 1.8m roll $5.50
SH7299 Pink - 1.8m roll $5.50

The perfect decorative feature! Adhesive backing for easy crafting. 
Measures 1.8m(L) x 15mm(W).

Ric Rac Pastel Ribbon
SH4144 Set of 4 $6.95

These pastel ribbons are a great addition to any crafted item. Set of 4 colours: 
yellow, hot pink, green & blue. Each measures 2m(L) x 5mm(W). 

Assorted Ribbons
TH109  $7.95

Colourful satin ribbon supplied in assorted colours 
and widths. Includes 36 x 1m lengths.

Pom Pom String Rolls – Pretty Colours
SH4106 Pack of 3 x 2m $6.95

These pom pom strings can be added to any craft 
for a more decorative feel. Pack of 3 colours: white, 
light pink & hot pink. Each measures 2m(L). Pom 
pom measures 5mm in diameter.

Pom Pom String Rolls – Spring Colours
SH4120 Pack of 3 x 2m $6.95

These pom pom strings can be added to any craft 
for a more decorative feel. Pack of 3 colours: white, 
light pink & hot pink. Each measures 2m(L). Pom 
pom measures 5mm in diameter.
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Assorted Material
SH35M 35g Pack $13.75

Use for collage, doll clothes, decorations, masks and more. Assorted sizes. 
Larger pieces measure approximately 10.5 x 8.5cm. Smaller pieces measure 
5.5cm square. Ages 3+ years.

Chinese Fabrics Pack 
TH0120 Pack of 4  $29.95

Create bags, coin purses and more. This pack has 4 di�erent patterns. Designs 
may vary. Size: each pattern 98cm x 1m.

Hessian Sheets
SH924 Multicoloured - Pack of 10 $12.45
SH892 Natural - Pack of 10  $9.95

Great for natural play and collage. Easy to cut and glue. Size A4.

Natural Mesh Fibre
TH405 9 Metre Roll $37.95

Use this fibre to make puppets, for needle work, clay decorations and other 
craft projects. Size: 9m(L) x 45cm(W).

Poly Organza
TH19K Kit of 7 $79.95
TH190 Black $12.95
TH191 Blue $12.95
TH192 Gold $12.95
TH193 Green $12.95
TH194 Pink $12.95
TH195 Purple $12.95
TH196 Red $12.95

Great for making costumes, using as a background, 
decorations and collages. These vibrant colours 
work well in a number of applications and are easy 
to cut and glue to a variety of di�erent surfaces. 
Available in black, blue, gold, green, pink, purple 
and red. Size: 10m(L) x 70cm(W). 

10-metre rolls

A great natural 
product

$90.65

$7995
SAVE $10.70
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Jewellery & Textiles  Calico & Cotton

Calico Pencil Cases
CAL992 Pack of 10 $21.95
2 or more - Each $19.95

Children can personalise their own calico pencil 
case and use it at school or give it as a gift. 
Supplied plain. Size: 10.5(L) x 22cm(W).

Calico Drawstring Bags
CAL230 Pack of 10 $49.95

This bag is made from natural calico, with a 
drawstring cord. They are terrifi c to use as library 
bags, puzzle bags or sports bag. Supplied plain. 
Size: 48(L) x 28cm(W).

Calico Aprons with Pockets
CAL991 Pack of 10 $39.95

Children will love decorating their own calico apron 
with fabric markers, crayons or paint. Can be used 
as a crafting apron or a cooking apron. Supplied 
plain. Size: 66(L) x 50cm(W).

Calico Bags with Handles
CAL085 Pack of 10 $39.95

Design your own personalised bag! These are 
made with thick, great quality calico and come with 
a sturdy handle. Create a bag for any occasion. 
Supplied plain. Size: 40(L) x 36cm(W).

Legionnaire Cap
CB220 Each $6.95

These white, 100% cotton, ‘one size fi ts all’ 
legionnaire caps can also be used as a creative art 
opportunity to promote and encourage younger 
children to wear their caps. Supplied plain.

Calico Eye Masks
CAL180 Pack of 10 $19.95

These eye masks are made of strong calico fabric 
and are supplied with two strips of elastic on either 
side to fi t comfortably around the back of the head. 
Supplied plain. Size: 10(L) x 16cm(W).

Calico Mini Drawstring Bags
CAL235 Pack of 10 $21.95
2 or more - Each $19.95

A great mini calico drawstring bag that children 
can decorate and personalise with fabric markers, 
crayons or paints. Supplied plain. 
Size: 15(L) x 15cm(W).

Pack of 

10

Pack of 

10

Pack of 

10

Pack of 

10

Keep your 
pencils secure

New 
sizes

Great 
protection 

from the sun

Pack of 

10

Cotton T-Shirts
CB204 Kids size 4  $6.50
CB206 Kids size 6  $6.50
CB208 Kids size 8  $6.50
CB210 Kids size 10  $6.50
CB212 Kids size 12  $6.50
CB214 Kids size 14 $6.50

These high quality, 100% cotton, white crew neck 
t-shirts are ideal for painting and decorating. 
Perfect for school fundraising projects.
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Calico Bunting – Triangle Shape
CAL150 Pack of 10 $14.95

Plain triangle-shaped bunting for children 
to decorate or leave plain. Children will love 
decorating their own calico bunting using fabric 
markers, crayons, paints and other craft materials. 
Supplied plain. Size: 20(L) x 20cm(W).

Calico Bunting – Tag Shape
CAL155 Pack of 10 $14.95

Plain tag-shaped bunting to decorate or leave 
plain. Children will love decorating their own calico 
bunting using fabric markers, crayons, paints and 
other craft materials. Supplied plain.
Size: 23(L) x 18cm(W).

Calico Banner
CAL130 Each $21.95

Great for the children to draw, paint and colour in 
as a group. These look great decorated and placed 
on display in the classroom. Supplied plain. 
Size: 2(W) x 1m(H).

2m

Cotton Wall Hanging
BAR141 Pack of 32 $29.95

Create a colourful and fun patchwork 
wall hanging. Supplied plain with 32 
individual cotton squares for each 
child to decorate. Attach the squares 
together using the ribbons provided. 
Each square is 20 x 20cm.

Cotton Wall Hanging
BAR141 Pack of 32 $29.95

Create a colourful and fun patchwork 
wall hanging. Supplied plain with 32 
individual cotton squares for each 
child to decorate. Attach the squares 
together using the ribbons provided. 
Each square is 20 x 20cm.

Comes with 
eyelets for 

hanging

Pack of 

10
Black Cotton Bag 
TH107 Pack of 10 $36.95

Sturdy black cotton bag with 2 handles. Supplied 
plain, ready to paint and decorate. Perfect to use 
with the Glitter Iron on Sheets. Pre-wash bags for 
best results. Size: 42(L) x 35cm (W).

Packs of 

10
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Jewellery & Textiles  Fabric Craft Accessories

High Temp Glue Gun
CG39 Each $9.95

Lightweight, easy to use, trigger 
action glue gun for dispensing hot 
melt glue. Bonds instantly with no 
fumes or solvents. Use with glue stick 
(CG46).

Low Temp Glue Gun
TH120 Each $10.70
6 or more - Each $9.95

A safe low temperature glue gun to 
be used with an electrical outlet. Fill 
with clear glue sticks (TH121).

Glue Sticks
TH121 Pack of 10 $2.85

Clear glue sticks, for use with the low 
temperature glue gun TH120.  
Size: 10cm(L).

Fastex Textile Ink
FN49 Set of 6 $26.95

This fabric paint is a heat setting ink which when properly applied will be 
colour fast, dry cleanable, wash resistant and suitable for most fabrics. Use 
for painting or printing permanent designs onto fabric. Ideal for painting on 
clothing, t-shirts, pillow cases, sheets, hats, cushions, curtains and most fabric 
items. Supplied in 120ml jars in assorted colours. Ages 3+ years.

Crayola Fabric Markers
BY8176 Pack of 10 $7.95
6 or more - Each $7.50

Draw on bags, jeans, t-shirts, aprons or any other 
material you would like to personalise. Non-toxic.

Crayola Fabric Crayons
BY5009 Pack of 8 $5.95

Draw your design on paper with these coloured 
crayons, then transfer it to fabric by ironing on the 
back of the paper. Non-toxic.

Fabric Fun Pastel Dye Sticks
PET008 Pack of 15 $9.95

Bright colours that can be applied directly to fabric. 
Made a mistake? Simply wash it out! Your markings 
become permanent only when pressed with a hot 
iron.

Glue Sticks
CG46 Pack of 10 $3.95

Use with high temp glue gun. 
Designed to bond plastics, 
polystyrene foam products, metals, 
paper, wood, ceramics, leather and 
fabric. Size: 10cm(L).

Fabric and Craft Paint
EC1213 Set of 6 $49.95
EC1205 Black - 500ml $8.95
EC1206 Blue - 500ml $8.95
EC1207 Green - 500ml $8.95
EC1208 Red - 500ml $8.95
EC1209 White - 500ml $8.95
EC1210 Yellow - 500ml $8.95

These Australian made fabric paints 
can be used on a wide variety of 
surfaces. In addition to fabrics it can 
be used on MDF, plaster, canvas and 
wood. Ideal for young children to 
create t-shirt designs, costumes and 
more. This fabric paint is colour fast 
and washable once heat sealed.

Use with a hot iron to 
secure artwork
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